Prefect team training 2016 (co-organised with inclusive education team)

2 hours in-school Prefect training was provided by Mr. Daniel Lam and Mr. Martin Choi on 22/3/2016 in Rm. 315.
The Prefect team acted as a support team (lead by Mr. Lam) for (Eight S.2 ~ S.4 SEN students) wild camp @ 海下灣 (23~24/3/2016)
This training allows students to build up prefect team spirit, leadership skills and problem-solving skills through different activities. Bad weather during the training (heavy rain & cold) increased the difficulty of the event, but all of the participants overcome all the problems by co-operating well with each other.

* Mr. Martin Choi, Ms. Ma Yan King and TA – Felix were the teachers-in-charge for the wild camp.